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The Latest for Coalition Members

Hi there,

Thank you for continuing to build this application experience alongside us!
Here's the latest:

Product Updates
 

Applicant Insights & Management

Now, you can access insights and manage applicants who apply
Coalition with Scoir.

From the main navigation, choose the Application tab and then
Applicants. There, you’ll find a breakdown of:

Application Status including the number of applicants who:
Intend to apply Coalition with Scoir
Have an application in-progress
Have submitted their application

Applications by Month showing the number of unique
applications in-progress and submitted each month

Applicant Management with the ability to drill down into
individual applicants to access Application Profiles, docs, etc. 

We’re excited to empower you with greater visibility so you can
convert and yield more applicants! Visit our Help Center for details or
explore for yourself. 

Explore Now

Cambridge Exam Grade Values
We recently learned that the set of Cambridge Exam Grade values
offered in the Application Profile was incomplete. Specifically, only the
A Level grade options were presented for all three exam types. As of
yesterday, February 7, 2023, we’ve updated the grade values to
include the correct options for each testing level.

The good news is that there’s no need to correct existing scores.

More good news: if you haven't previously mapped or aren't
interested in importing Cambridge Exam scores, no action is required.

If you are importing these fields, you'll need to map the codes
“F” and “G” to support the full range of scores on the IGCSE.
See below for a reference as to how the payload codes correlate to
the various Cambridge Exam Grade values.

Support 

Our Support Team is here to help! Email support@scoir.com

Scoir, Inc., 5 W. Gay Street, West Chester, PA
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